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ABSTRACT
The single-most complicating fact in any signal analysis application is this – no real-life signal is

comprised solely of the required information for any given application. In any system, noise must

be filtered, extraneous signals must be accounted for, and in most instances the signal in question is
actually comprised of the outputs of multiple sources. The Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)
algorithm and its many flavors were developed as a way to divide these complex signals into a

collection of source-specific, mono-component signals. The reality of this algorithm however, is that

the signal is too often over-decomposed. The Like-Envelope Recombination (LER) algorithm was
developed as a post-decomposition tool that can be used to pull similar signal components back

together in an effort to create simple signals that directly correlate to some physical aspect of the
system in question. The basis of the LER algorithm is the idea that signal components that are

generated by the same source will have similar amplitude structures. This algorithm has largely

been a success, but still requires manual intervention to complete the recombination process for

more complex signals. This thesis details the specifics of both the EMD and the LER algorithms and
provides examples and references for the algorithms and how they might be applied. It is found

that, when used appropriately, the EMD/LER algorithm combination can be a successful tool for

research and teaching purposes. However, due to a high complexity level, these algorithms remain
impractical for real-time analysis application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

CURRENT SIGNAL ANALYSIS METHODS

Signal Processing is an amazingly diverse field, with applications ranging from single dimensional

signals like audio systems, electrical analysis and financial data to multi-dimensional data such as

image and video processing. While the techniques used in these applications vary on a case-to-case

basis, many are rooted in transformations from a physical domain (time, space) to a more abstract
domain (frequency, Z, S). The most common examples of this are the Fourier Transform (FT) and

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), both of which take N-dimensional signals and convert them into

N-dimensional frequency domain representations. This powerful technique roots itself in the idea
that all periodic signals can be represented by combinations of simple sinusoids – which is

mathematically true. But is this the best way of representing a complex signal? Are all physical
quantities best represented entirely by a combination of only sines and cosines?

1.2

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD ISSUES

At its core, the FT makes generalized assumptions about the signals being analyzed. Among these is
the assumption that the signal in question is both infinite and periodic. However, in the real world
we seldom find signals that are truly periodic and never work with signals of infinite length. Thus,

spectral analysis can only provide a snapshot look at a single instant in time, with no regard for the
behavior of the signal outside of the bounds of the selected window. In addition, the assumption

that the signals are infinite can lead to extraneous low frequency spectral content that may simply

be trends in the data and not periodic at all. This point is illustrated by the example in Figure 1.1,

where a linear trend is added to an otherwise sinusoidal signal. In this example, we take the signal
𝑥(𝑡) = cos(2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡) + 𝐴𝐴, where f0 = 10Hz and A = 3. Plots a and b contain the time and frequency-

domain representations, x(t) and X(f). Plot c contains the original signal, separated (“decomposed”)
using the Empirical Mode Decomposition method, which will be discussed in detail in this
Thesis.

1

Figure 1.1: Example depicting artifacts from the FT process.
Plot a contains the original signal – a combination of a simple
sinusoid and a linear trend. Plots b and c show the results of
applying FFT and EMD analysis to the signal.

2

While we can easily see from the time-domain representation that this signal is solely comprised of

a simple sinusoid and a linear trend, this is unclear to the untrained eye from just looking at the

frequency spectrum. What we do see is a clear peak at our specified f0 and a large amount of low

frequency content. As mentioned, this extraneous low frequency content comes from the

assumption of the FT algorithm that the signal in question is inherently periodic and infinite. Since
we cannot know that this is the case (indeed, just by looking at the plot, it seems unlikely that this
signal either repeats itself - as that would cause a discontinuity in an otherwise smooth signal, or
continues on infinitely - as whatever physical quantity this signal represents would likely either

saturate or explode), it is logical to assume that this low frequency content is simply an artifact of

the computational process and represents some other non-sinusoidal component – in this case, our
linear trend.

Another interesting point that our example illustrates is the effects of windowing a signal. Since a
DFT (a DFT is used here vs. a FT, as the signal in question is a digital) must be run on a finite

duration signal, a window of some kind or another must be applied to the signal (in our example, a
Hanning window was used). One of the unfortunate effects of windowing is that frequency peaks
are elongated as the energy is spread over adjoining frequency bins. This is clear when we take a
closer look at the f0 peak and see that it, while centered at our f0 value, is spread over a range of

several Hz. This spreading is created as a result of the interaction between the periodic f0 signal and

the applied window (multiplication in the time-domain becomes convolution in the frequency-

domain). The spreading also accounts for the fact that our amplitude at f0 is smaller than we would
expect – the area of that peak contains the same energy as the original signal, just spread out into
the main and side lobes.

1.3

SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION

The idea of decomposing complex signals into simple components is not a novel one; various

techniques have been developed for this purpose over the years. These techniques contain, but are
not limited to, the following:

3

Principle Component Analysis
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is a purely statistical decomposition method based in
an orthogonal transform, designed to create a set of uncorrelated variables known as

principle components. This particular algorithm goes by many names, ranging from the
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (Mechanical Engineering), Empirical Orthogonal
Function Expansion (Meteorology) or Singular Value Decomposition.
Wavelet Analysis
Wavelet analysis is a method of decomposing a signal into a time-frequency special energy

domain. This is accomplished using a transform function that acts as a modified short-time

Fourier Transform, but instead uses a wavelet function (brief oscillations that only exist
over half a period) as the transform key.
Empirical Mode Decomposition

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a technique based on repetitive empirical sifting of
the time-domain signal. This algorithm is based on the idea that individually sourced signals
have symmetric envelopes about zero (following the principle of the wave equation).

Many other techniques have been developed for signal analysis and decomposition; the methods
listed here provide only a small sample of the breadth of these techniques. While all of these

techniques have merit, for the purposes of this thesis we will be focusing on the final technique,

Empirical Mode Decomposition.

1.4

INTRINSIC MODE THEORY

So how can you actually view a complex signal as a collection of separate components? Intrinsic

Mode Theory [1] allows you to do just that by interpreting the signals as a summation of multiple
frequency and amplitude modulated signals (which need not be sinusoidal). These signals (also
known as Intrinsic Mode Functions, or IMFs) can be defined by any set of rules desired for the

system, but ideally should be individually meaningful and related to specific components of the

system in question. That being said, the only strict definition that must be adhered to when defining

a set of IMFs can be found in Eq. (1.1) (though for the majority of the context of this paper we will
adhere to a more specific definition of an IMF, discussed in the following section).
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𝑥(𝑡) = � ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑟(𝑡)

where

ℎ𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑖 (𝑡)𝑒 𝑗 ∫ 𝜔𝑖 (𝑡)𝑑𝑑
𝑟(𝑡)

𝑎𝑖 (𝑡)

𝜔𝑖 (𝑡)

1.5

(1.1)

𝑖

is the ith IMF.

is the residue (trend) function.
is the ith amplitude function

is the ith radial frequency function

EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) was first introduced by Huang et al. [1] in their 1998 paper

as a method of separating IMF components hi(t) from the root function x(t). This method follows an

iterative process of enveloping and subtracting in order to force the IMFs to adhere to the following
criterion [1]:
i.

In the whole data set, the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings must either
equal or differ at most by one.

ii.

At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope
defined by the local minima is zero.

Each rule forces a different behavior from the IMFs. The first rule forces the IMF to oscillate about

zero. That is, any minima of the IMF will lie below and any maxima will lie above the zero threshold
(also known as the equilibrium point) – with the exception being the endpoints of the signal. This
represents the idea that short term changes in any physical system are dependent on the specific

internal characteristics of the system and that changes of this type will result from opposing forces
created by the change in question exceeding an equilibrium point. Simply put – every action has an
equal and opposite reaction.
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The second rule forces the IMF to be symmetric in amplitude. This can be represented by the

behavior of the upper and lower signal envelopes – specifically the differences between those

envelopes. This rule applies to the long term changes of the system and simply dictates the idea that

any outside force acting on a non-transient signal will provide constant excitation in both positive

and negative directions for the physical quantity being represented. In addition to this being the

basis for our IMF definition, this idea has been expanded upon in the Like-Envelope Recombination

(LER) method – which will be described more thoroughly in Section 3.3.
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2. EMD ALGORITHM
2.1

PROCESS/THEORY

The process for determining IMFs using EMD [1] is as follows (a Software Flowchart can be found
in Appendix B) and is demonstrated by the example in Figure 2.1.

1. Define the signal x(t) to be the starting pseudo-IMF → hi(t)

2. Sift the signal using the following steps until the stopping criterion is reached (Section 2.2)
a. Identify the minima and maxima points of hi(t)

b. Interpolate, using a cubic spline to determine u(t) (the upper envelope)
and l(t) (the lower envelope)

c. Define 𝑚(𝑡) = (𝑢(𝑡) + 𝑙(𝑡))⁄2 to be a rolling mean function

d. Save the pseudo-IMF as hi(t) = hi(t) – m(t)

3. hi(t) is the ith index IMF, subtract this from x(t) and run steps 2-3 until x(t) is null.
Over the duration of this Thesis, the code used for calculation of the EMD IMFs can be found at [2].

2.2

STOPPAGE CRITERION

The best criterion to stop the sifting process is a hotly contested question. Huang et al. [1]

introduced the idea of using a Cauchy-Type Convergence to determine the standard deviation

between two consecutive sifts (2.1)). This standard deviation is compared to a preset threshold,

and when it goes below this value the sifting process is completed for that iteration. It should be
noted that in Eq. (2.1), the iteration variable n refers to the nth sift – this standard deviation is
calculated at the end of every sift (i however, will remain static for each IMF).
𝑆𝑆 = �
𝑡

�ℎ𝑖,𝑛−1 (𝑡) − ℎ𝑖,𝑛 (𝑡)�
ℎ𝑖,𝑛−1 (𝑡)2

2

(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Example of the sifting process.
The original signal (plot a) has the minima/maxima [--] and signal
mean [-] (plot b) and the mean of those envelopes subtracted out (plot c).
This figure was taken from Huang et. al [1]
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A plethora of other stoppage criteria have been suggested over the years. Several of these have

been documented in the book chapter [3] by Tabrizi et al. and include the following alternative

criteria: Three-Threshold Method, Energy Difference Tracking, Resolution Factor, Bandwidths, S-

Number Tracking and Orthogonality. The minutia of these criteria is beyond the scope of this

document and will be left to the reader’s own interest, but for the purposes of this document the
criterion used will be the one introduced in Rilling et al. [4].

This particular stoppage criterion (2.2) operates on the idea that amplitude of the signal mean

should be significantly smaller than that the envelope mean. It also takes into account that oversifting of the IMFs can lead to over-decomposition, and includes a clause that allows for larger
fluctuations to occur on a short term basis.
⎧�𝑚(𝑡)� < 𝜃
1
⎪ 𝑒(𝑡)

⎨�𝑚(𝑡)� < 𝜃
2
⎪ 𝑒(𝑡)
⎩
where

𝑓𝑓𝑓 (1 − 𝛼)% 𝑜𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⎫
⎪
𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑒(𝑡) = �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝑡) − 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡)�⁄2

⎬
⎪
⎭

𝑚(𝑡) = �𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 (𝑡) + 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑡)�⁄2

(2.2)

is the envelope mean
is the signal mean

and θ1, θ2 and α are the low threshold, high threshold and allowed fluctuation percentage,
set to [ 0.05, 0.5 and 5% ], respectively.

2.3

ALGORITHM ISSUES

As with any novel idea, the EMD algorithm has limitations and can break apart if these are not
properly addressed. Several of these issues, including Mode Mixing, potential issues with the

presented interpolation method and the excessive computational requirements will be briefly
mentioned here – and discussed further in Appendix A.
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2.3.1 MODE MIXING
Mode Mixing is perhaps the most common issue faced by the EMD algorithm. This phenomenon is
defined as the insertion of a lower frequency mode into a higher frequency mode. Mode Mixing is

the result of signal intermittency – particularly when the intermittency occurs in a frequency band

that has no other attributing content. Examples of this type of signal pollution include speech noise,

gear ratio changes, or environmental changes (birds, rain, etc.).

2.3.2 CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION

Huang et al.’s original algorithm [1] calls for the envelopes to be calculated by utilizing a cubic
spline interpolation method. While effective, many [5, 6, 7, 8] have argued that alternative

interpolation methods realize far more accurate decomposition results. The primary argument

against a cubic spline interpolation is the inherent overshoot (defined as portions of the primary

signal that are not encapsulated by enveloping function) created by this method. This can lead to

the generation of artifact IMFs that remove pertinent frequency content from higher-order modes.

2.3.3 RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

One aspect of the EMD algorithms (and variations – more on this in Section 2.4) that must be
addressed is the issue of resource consumption. Due to its basis in iterative sifting, the EMD

algorithm is far from efficient. This becomes all the more significant as you get into some of the

variations that require multiple iterations of the EMD algorithm to run in series (specifically, the
EEMD and CEEMDAN algorithms). When run against increasingly complex signals (music for

example) the EMD algorithm can become an unwieldy, inefficient mess – and depending on the

selected stoppage criterion, can even get locked up in an infinite loop.

2.4

EMD ADAPTATIONS

Since the conception of EMD, many alterations/adaptations have been presented in an effort to

improve the algorithm accuracy and/or efficiency. Included in these are the Ensemble Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EEMD) and its cousin, the Complete Ensemble Empirical Mode
Decomposition with Additive Noise (CEEMDAN).
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2.4.1 ENSEMBLE EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION
The Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [9] was introduced by Wu and Huang in
2009 as a follow-up to some work they had done regarding the properties of EMD as applied to

white noise [10]. This algorithm was introduced as a method of solving the Mode Mixing problem

inherent to intermittent signals. The EEMD algorithm (Figure B.2) simply acts as a wrapper to the

EMD algorithm, executing the algorithm on x(t)+ wn, over N iterations of fractional Gaussian white

noise. The final IMF components are calculated as averages of the N iterations of each individual
IMF.

2.4.2 COMPLETE ENSEMBLE EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION WITH ADDITIVE NOISE
In theory, the EEMD algorithm is a very slick (albeit time-consuming) method of avoiding the modemixing issue. In practice, however, it can be a bit tricky to implement, namely because of the

inherent non-Gaussianness of the supposed Gaussian white noise that is being added on each

iteration. The step of averaging the IMFs over N iterations of white noise requires that all iterations

produce exactly the same number of IMFs. The maximum number of IMF components that can be
decomposed out of any given signal (and the number of IMF components that should be

decomposed out, given that our signal contains additive white noise) is 𝑀 = ⌊log 2 𝑁⌋ [10, 11],

where N is the number of data points in the signal (see Section 3.1). We often find ourselves shorted
however, when undergoing decomposition of finite-length signals (this occurs more significantly on

shorter-duration signals).

To allow for this potential variance in the number of generated IMFs, Torres et. al’s 2011

conference paper [12] introduced an adaptation to the EEMD algorithm. The Complete Ensemble

Empirical Mode Decomposition with Additive Noise (CEEMDAN) algorithm takes Wu and Huang’s
EEMD algorithm and applies it on an IMF-by-IMF basis (see Figure B.3). This step-by-step process

allows for the benefits inherent to the EEMD algorithm, while allowing for the idea that the number
of modes that are decomposed may not remain completely constant.

Over the duration of this Thesis, the code used for calculation of the CEEMDAN IMFs can be found at
[13]. Unless otherwise stated, the code is executed over N = 300 iterations of white noise with σ =
0.25.
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3. OVER-DECOMPOSITION/RECOMBINATION
While the goal of the EMD algorithm is to separate out physical components of more complex

signals; what we find is that, many times, the signals are in fact decomposed much further than they

need to be – and as such, the recombination of inter-dependent signals is a pertinent question.

However, before we answer the question of how we choose which signals to recombine, let’s look

into the details of what actually causes this over-decomposition.

3.1

EMD AS A DYADIC FILTER

In their 2003 paper [11], Flandrin et al. proved that the EMD method essentially acts as a dyadic
filter bank (a filter bank whose center frequencies are proportional by a multiple of 2) when

applied to fractional Gaussian noise (see Figure 3.1). This filter bank is highlighted by a high-pass
filter, with a center frequency at the half-bandwidth point, and proceeds logarithmically down in
frequency.

Figure 3.1: Normalized PSD of EMD as applied to White Noise.
This plot contains the first 10 IMFs and was averaged over 100,000
iterations of White Noise (fs = 1000).

The implications of this as applied to real-world (not Gaussian) signals are twofold. Firstly, the
EMD algorithm is simply not capable of separating signals whose frequencies are closer than a

power of 2. As such, if your goal is to separate multiple signals in the same (or similar) frequency

bands EMD will probably not be the best option for your purposes (see Appendix A.3).
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The second implication is that any inherently noisy signal (either naturally noisy or with noise

artificially added to the signal as a step in the decomposition process) can be, and probably will be,

divided into more IMF components than are truly contained in the signal. This over-decomposition

can lead to confusion and misjudgment on the part of the user, but can be fixed, post-

decomposition.

With the knowledge of this in mind, the obvious question is “why bother?” Since we can apparently
achieve the same results using simple band and high-pass filters, what do we gain from using the

EMD algorithm? The simple answer is flexibility. While it is true that over a short duration, the same
result could be generated using simple filtering, the fact remains that those filters would have to be
created on a signal-by-signal basis for the results to be the same. In addition, since we are allowing

for non-stationary signals, it cannot be assumed that the filter coefficients and center frequencies
will remain constant over any given duration. Because of this, a simple shift in frequency will not
result in the generation or loss of IMFs – it will simply result in the translation of this

decomposition to higher frequencies. If you execute the same behavior against a filter set with

constant parameters, the result will be either lost data, or the transfer of data between outputs.
Either way, EMD represents an ad hoc approach that cannot be directly duplicated via filtering
without significant effort on the part of the user.

3.2

RECOMBINATION OF MODES

The issue of signal over-decomposition has been a largely unmentioned issue since the first

appearance of the EMD algorithm. Even in the introductory paper, Huang et. al. [1] provides

examples that rely on a linear recombination of IMF components, with no mathematical reason

given for why specific components were chosen to go together. It is true that more times than not
the user can visually identify IMFs that correlate and use simple logic as a justification for any

required recombination. But if the human eye can look at signals and determine similarity, surely

we can identify a mathematical justification for this recombination?
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Most, if not all, of the work that has been done regarding IMF over-decomposition to the point of

this writing has been done in reference to stopping over-decomposition before it occurs – typically
though some new stoppage criterion (which has led to an impressive, and many times very

confusing selection of stoppage criterion options, see Section 2.2). Since no-one seems to have

successfully come up with a method of stopping over-decomposition before it occurs, perhaps the

solution lies not in preventing – but in allowing the decomposition to occur, and then fixing the
issue post-decomposition.

3.3

THE LIKE-ENVELOPE RECOMBINATION METHOD

For many applications of the EMD algorithm, the primary goal is to separate out two or more

distinct datasets that have been combined together by some physical process. The Like-Envelope

Recombination (LER) method was developed out of the need to look at groupings of decomposed

IMFs to determine the actual physical representation of those signals.

Due to the behavior of the EMD algorithm as a dyadic filter, as well as the fact that most real-world

systems produce signals at a wide range of frequencies, we cannot simply compare the frequency

content of signals to identify inter-dependency. Because of this, other aspects of the signal must be

analyzed. The LER method disregards the specific content of individual IMF components and

instead focuses on the upper and lower envelope functions (much as is done in the basic EMD
algorithm).

To illustrate this algorithm, we will utilize the following example. Two signals (x1 and x2 - Figure

3.2) were generated. Each is a sum of two single-frequency, randomly-phased sinusoids, with x1

being composed of relatively low and x2 being composed of relatively high frequency content.
Separate windows are applied to each signal, which allows us to view each signal as being

generated by a separate physical source. Clearly the signals are vastly different – but what happens
when we apply the CEEMDAN algorithm to the linear combination of these signals, x1 + x2?
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Figure 3.2: LER example signals.
Plot a contains sinusoids at f0 = 10Hz and f1 = 25Hz. Plot b contains signals at
f2 = 100Hz and f3 = 250Hz. Each signal is separately windowed (the signal in plot b
has been windowed 3 separate times, but is continuous through those windows).

The decomposed signals (Figure 3.3) have been separated far past what would be considered

appropriate, considering the source signals. Not only have we separated the two signals into their
base components, but we’ve introduced many artifact IMFs to our collection. IMFs 1-4 clearly

contain noise, generated by the decomposition process. IMF 7 contains the 100Hz signal, but the

250 Hz signal has been split into IMFs 5 and 6. Our lower-frequency signal is primarily contained in
IMFs 9 and 10, but additional low-frequency artifacts have been generated by it, and by the
decomposition process.

In order to recombine these signals into something more useful, we must look at the envelopes of
the signals – clearly these are the most similar features between the components of the starting
signals.

One of the ways we can identify the similarity between two signals is by using the method of Cross-

Correlation [14]. The Cross-Correlation function as a whole (see Eq. (3.1)) represents the similarity
between two signals, x(t) and y(τ + t), where τ is phase-shift variable and can range from –Tx ≤ τ ≤
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Ty, and Tx and Ty are the durations of x(t) and y(t), respectively. Since we are working in the discrete
domain however, we can make the calculations much simpler if we simply set τ = Δt (the time

spacing between samples). This changes our integral into a sum, and our time signals (x(t) and y(t))

into a pair of series (xn and yn).

To simplify this, we utilize the fact that we are only interested in the similarities that match across

signals at the same point in time (i.e. signals that are results of the same cause). Because of this, we

may assume that we are only interested in the τ = 0 point of the Cross-Correlation function. Eq.

(3.2) capitalizes on this, on the discrete nature of our signals and on the idea that we will be
working with multiple IMFs of the same signal, instead of two completely separate signals.
𝑇

1
𝑅𝑥𝑥 (𝜏) = � 𝑥(𝑡)𝑦(𝜏 + 𝑡)𝑑𝑑
𝑇
0

𝑁

1
𝑅𝑖𝑖 (0) = � 𝑥𝑖𝑛 𝑥𝑗𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=0

(3.1)
(3.2)

It is important to note here that we are merely looking at the shape of the signal envelopes. We

cannot assume that signals with similar characteristics will have the same amplitudes as each other
(in fact, we can see from IMFs 5, 6 and 7 in our example that this is clearly not so). Because of this,
we will be working with the Normalized Cross-Correlation (see Eq. (3.3) and (3.5)) values. The

Normalized Cross-Correlation allows us to compare only the shape of the signal (or signal envelope,
in our case) and ignore the specific amplitudes. We expect the Normalized Cross-Correlation values
to remain bounded between {-1, 1}.
𝑅𝑥𝑥_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (𝜏) =

𝑅𝑥𝑥 (𝜏)

�𝑅𝑥𝑥 (0)𝑅𝑦𝑦 (0)

𝑅𝑖𝑖 (0) = 𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑖 )
𝑅𝑖𝑖_𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 (0) =

𝑅𝑖𝑖 (0)
𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑅𝑖𝑖 )𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑅𝑗𝑗 )

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
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Figure 3.3: Decomposed IMFs from the LER example signal.
Plots a-d (IMFs 1-4) contain algorithm noise (caused by a relatively low
number of CEEMDAN iterations). The High-Frequency signal components
can be found in plots e-g (IMFs 5-7), and the Low-Frequency components
can be found primarily in plots h-k (IMFs 8-11).
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Once we have determined the Cross-Correlation values between each set of IMFs (we must

calculate the Cross-Correlation values between every possible set of IMFs because we cannot

guarantee that IMFs with similar characteristics will have been decomposed into adjoining

frequency bands) we can begin our sorting algorithm. Figure 3.4 shows the Cross-Correlation

values between all values of Rij_norm. It should be noted that this plot should be symmetric about the

main diagonal (the Cross-Correlation between xi and xj will be the same as between xj and xi) – also,

for computational ease, the main diagonal has not been calculated as we know this will simply turn
out to be 1.

In order to actually match the various IMFs together, we’ve adopted an algorithm similar to the one
described in Section 2.2 – namely that of a double threshold. The first threshold used is a high

threshold (default value of 0.75 in the code provided in Appendix C). This threshold is used as an

absolute limit – any and all IMF pairs that come in higher than this value are combined. The second
threshold is a low threshold (default value of 0.25). This threshold value acts as a single-case

limiter. In the event that an IMF does not have any matches that qualify under the conditions for the
first threshold – but does have one single value that is above the lower threshold, that match is

accepted. One additional condition applies to this matching threshold – in the event that another

matching IMFs pair exists that is greater than half the value of the highest match, no match will be
recorded.
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Figure 3.4: Cross-Correlation values between IMFs from the LER example.
Note that the main diagonal has manually been set to be all 0’s – the result of this
calculation will be 1, but there is no need to add the computational complexity.

The results of this recombination algorithm, as applied to our example signals, can be found in

Figure 3.5. Plot a contains the original signal, before any decomposition. Plots e and f show the two
signals we used for our example, successfully recombined using the LER method. The extra plots

(plots b, c and d) all contain excess high-frequency, low-amplitude noise – these are all a result of

the CEEMDAN algorithm (specifically of the fact that we used a relatively low number of iterations
across white noise) and should be discarded. It should be noted that in the signal recombination
plot (Figure 3.5), signals that contain sufficiently small amplitudes are plotted in red and with a
magnified y-scale – equal to 10x the original scale.

A software flowchart, detailing the LER method can be found in Appendix B, with corresponding
code located in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.5: Recombined Signals for the LER example.
Plots b-d contain algorithm noise (generated by a low number of
iterations in the CEEMDAN algorithm). Recombination of the High
and Low-Frequency components can be found in plots e and f.
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4. EXAMPLES
In this section, we will discuss in detail several real-life examples where the EMD/LER process may
be used to gain insight to the inner workings of a more complex signal. As this is a Thesis in
Acoustics, this section is divided into Acoustic signals and Non-Acoustic signals sections..

4.1

ACOUSTIC EXAMPLES

4.1.1 INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
Ever since their invention, Internal Combustion (IC) Engines have played a vital role in many areas
of our society. With uses in manufacturing and transportation - among many others – IC Engines

have become an important engineering tool; and at the same time, a bit of an acoustic nightmare.
The acoustics of IC Engines are highlighted by the fact that IC Engines are 1) loud and 2) very tonal.
This tonality derives itself from the rotational nature of the movement and the idea that periodic

impulses manifest themselves as tones at a particular frequency. Because of this, any sounds that
repeat as a function of the engine rotational speed (fan noise, combustions and valve and/or belt
noise) become sounds at the engine fundamental frequency or the harmonics thereof.

Due to complexity of the sound source every IC Engine will radiate sound slightly differently,

producing an acoustic signature of sorts. To a certain extent, this signature can even be modified by

the manufacturer to create a particular noise best suited to the given application. Often times this is

done to create a more pleasing or iconic sound, depending on the IC Engine make and model in

question. Aside from sounding cool (or annoying, depending on your point of view), this signature

can be used for a host of applications, ranging from diagnostics to classification/identification,
provided the background noise can be filtered away.

The acoustic signatures (taken at idle) from both an Aston Martin DB9 and a Ford GT [15] were
decomposed for this example. The original recombination effort for both cars can be found in

Figures 4.3 and 4.4. It is clear in both cases that the first sets of IMFs (IMFs #1-9 for the Aston, IMFs
#1-6 for the Ford) can be grouped together, as they are comparatively low in amplitude and

represent noise, both from the signal and from the algorithm. Since we are working with the

envelopes of what are effectively sets of band-limited noise, we would not expect the LER method
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to have succeeded in their case. All of the rest of the signals have been successfully recombined as

far as we would like take them, with the minor exception of the final two recombined IMFs from the
Ford GT (Figure 4.4) – these will be recombined for much the same reason as the higher-frequency
modes.

On the Fort GT, the next highest order mode contains a signal that is 2x the cylinder firing rate

(CFR) – since the GT has a Supercharger and the Aston does not, it is assumed that this is the result
of that component. It is also possible this is simply a higher order harmonic of the CFR that is not

filtered out through the exhaust system. However, due to the fact there appears to be no amplitude
(envelope) correlation between it and the engine firing sequence, it seems likely that this comes

from the addition of a component – specifically a component that is not necessarily directly linked
in timing to the rest of the engine.

For both engines, the next component is clearly the engine firing sequence. The firing sequence

should contain a repetitive pattern that repeats at the rotational velocity of the engine (the engine
firing rate (EFR)). Each peak should be more-or-less linearly spaced and corresponds to a single

cylinder firing – which means that each pattern in the firing sequence should contain as many peaks
as there are cylinders. From this knowledge, we can see that the Ford GT should be an 8-cylinder

and the Aston should be a 12-cylinder – both of which are, in fact, true.

Ignoring the trend, the final piece of this puzzle is an interesting one. Both cars contain signals that
repeat at roughly 4x the EFR. Without knowing specifics of either engine, it is difficult to say

specifically what this piece is, but it is possible that this somehow relates to the position of the

camshaft. The camshaft should turn at half the rate of the crankshaft, which is possible for both

cars, depending on specifics of the firing sequence. More research needs to be completed on this

topic before anything can be said definitively.
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Figure 4.1: IMF Recombination of Engine Signature from Aston Martin DB9.
The majority of the engine signature is contained in the crank/camshaft tonal
structure in plots c and d. Note the distinct pattern of the engine rotation
every 12th pulse in plot c (some of the peaks have been overridden by
adjoining peaks, but these composite peaks tend to have flatter tops/sides
and are usually easily identifiable).
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Figure 4.2: IMF Recombination of Engine Signature from Ford GT.
Much like the Aston, a majority of the harmonic structure of the engine is
contained in the crank/camshaft components (plots d and e). Unlike the
Aston however, the GT contains an additional amplitude structure. Since
the Ford GT is supercharged – while the Aston is not, it is assumed that this
higher-frequency component (plot c) is directly associated with this additional
component. More research needs to be done to confirm this hypothesis.
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Figure 4.3: IMF Recombination of Engine Signature from a Aston Martin DB9 [V12]
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Figure 4.4: IMF Recombination of Engine Signature from a Ford GT [V8]
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Figure 4.5: Correlation values between IMFs [Aston Martin DB9]

Figure 4.6: Correlation values between IMFs [Ford GT]
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4.1.2 MUSICAL RECORDINGS
Since the EMD process seems to be particularly adept at distinguishing and decomposing between
frequency bands, an obvious potential application to this method is the separation of single tracks

from a combined musical track. To test this theory, short clips of a classic Jimi Hendrix piece (Purple
Haze [16]) and one of the great works of Beethoven (his 5th Symphony [17]), both found in

Figure 4.7, were run through the CEEMDAN algorithm to test the effectiveness against these types
of recordings.

Figure 4.7: Clips from Purple Haze – Jimi Hendrix and Beethoven’s 5th Symphony.
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Purple Haze was written and recorded by Hendrix in early 1967 and represents a major role in his
push to stardom. This song is headlined by its distinctive guitar riffs and contains one of the more
iconic intro sequences of the psychedelic rock genre. The clip in question is pulled from this intro
and contains a simple guitar line, supported by a snare and a driving bass. These are the three

sounds we will be attempting to decompose out of the original. The initial recombination (executed
by the LER algorithm) is shown in Figure 4.10. It should be pointed out that due to the highly

complex nature of musical recordings the likelihood of successful recombination of musical signals

using the high default threshold value is low. Because of this, the high-threshold for recombination

was lowered to 0.5 for both Purple Haze and Beethoven’s 5th.

Even with the lowered threshold, the recombination can be improved upon. The majority of the

snare content can be viewed as solely contained in IMF #1, with minor contribution from IMF #2. Of
all three instruments, the guitar contributes the most bandwidth to the overall signal, and as such, it
is comprises the majority of the rest of the IMFs. It’s interesting to note here that the guitar portion
of the signal has apparently decomposed into 6 IMFs – which happens to be the number of strings
on a standard guitar. It’s possibly this is by coincidence – but it may be worth looking into!

The bass guitar is left with one final recombined IMF (this is not surprising as a bass guitar tends to

play a single note at a time, while the guitar in this piece is playing chords). The total recombination
of the three instruments can be found in Figure 4.8. It should be noted that it is not possible to
remove all of the drum impact noise from the guitar/bass signals. Since this noise is very

broadband, a significant amount of leakage has occurred (it’s much easier to illustrate this by

listening then by looking!). However, the EMD algorithm has decomposed out the actual snare noise
– and given that this is the largest contribution by this instrument to the overall sound of the piece,
this can still be viewed as at least a moderately successful decomposition.
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Figure 4.8: Total Recombination of Jimi Hendrix – Purple Haze.
The original signal is shown in plot a. Plot b contains the snare sound, while
plots b and c contain the lead and bass guitars, respectively. It must be noted
that the impact sound from the drum is not completely decomposed from
the recording as it is very broadband.
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Ludwig van Beethoven wrote his 5th Symphony towards the end of his career, just as his tinnitus
giving way to deafness. This particular piece has been known since World War II as the Victory

Symphony, due to its association with the Allied forces (ironic since Beethoven was German). Its’
iconic sound, particularly the introductory line, has been used in movies, TV and pop music ever
since.

The soundbite in question was pulled from about 40 seconds into the composition. It is comprised
of a melody line (primarily high strings), backed up by the woodwind and horn sections. A double
bass provides depth to this particular clip of music. These are the three primary musical lines we
will attempt to decompose out of this particular clip. As before, the Like-Recombination method
was applied (Figure 4.11), again without huge impact. It is clear that musical signatures are far

more complex, in terms of recombination, than many of the other signals that are dealt with in this

Thesis. This is due, in large part, to the complex nature of the time-dependent harmonic structure of
specific instruments. Even over short time durations, the harmonic structure of a single note may

change dramatically, causing portions of the signal in adjoining frequency bands with look radically
different. This particular issue is given many instruments a lot of their character, but one the LER
method is currently incapable of handling.

Despite the inabilities of the LER method to recombine these signals, it is possible to recombine

these signals simply by listening to the individual IMFs and identifying similar frequency content.

This brings to light the possibility of using a frequency-based method for additional recombination
information – something that might be leveraged to improve our signal recombination. Figure 4.9

contains the final recombination effort of the clip from Beethoven’s 5th. While not the prettiest plot

in this Thesis, upon listening to the recombinations, it is impressive to see how clearly the EMD

algorithm has decomposed the major lines of the music from the original signal.
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Figure 4.9: Total Recombination of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony.
The original signal is shown in plot a. Plot b contains the melody line, while
plots b and c contain the harmony lines – split into the woodwinds section
and the double bass, respectively.
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Figure 4.10: IMF Recombination of Music Recording [Jimi Hendrix – Purple Haze]
utilizing the Like-Envlope method.
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Figure 4.11: IMF Recombination of Music Recording [Beethoven – 5th Symphony]
utilizing the Like-Envlope method.
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Figure 4.12: Correlation values between IMFs [Purple Haze – Jimi Hendrix]

Figure 4.13: Correlation values between IMFs [Beethoven’s 5th Symphony]
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4.2

NON-ACOUSTIC EXAMPLES

4.2.1 OCEAN LEVEL DATA

Ocean level data was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
using their Tides and Currents database [18]. This database contains access to hundreds of active

ocean monitoring stations from all around the Atlantic coast and Pacific rim and can provide Ocean
Level resolution of 6 minutes for some stations and up to 1 minutes for others.

Ocean levels are taken as references to a particular equilibrium level (otherwise known as a

datum). The locations in interest for this example are the stations in Seattle, WA (NOAA Recording
Station #9447130 [18] – discussed in detail here) and in Neah Bay, WA (NOAA Recording Station

#9443090 [18]). Both of these stations are recorded at 6-min intervals and represent the levels into
and out of Puget Sound. These locations were taken as the tidal data they represent will remain
relatively constant across the sources, while the atmospheric impacts will vary. Sites on the

western US were analyzed as they will contain what is known as a semidiurnal mixed tide – one

where the rise and fall of the ocean levels occurs twice daily, but the levels of the tidal variation is

not equal. This height difference is caused by the relative position of the sun and the moon, as well
as the latitude of the monitoring site.

An attempt was made to see if we could utilize the EMD method to differentiate between the impact
of the sun/moon (tidal effects) and the impact of the atmospheric pressure on the ocean levels.

Figure 4.17 contains the result of applying the EMD method with LER to the data from the Seattle
station. It is clear that the recombination effort was only partly successful, as more combined

signals remain than we should expect, based on the source of the data – and so, a closer look is

required.

As the data in question varies comparatively slowly and we can see that the levels contained in

IMFs #1-5 are both relatively high in frequency and small in amplitude, it is safe to assume that

these represent algorithm and/or signal noise and can be ignored for the purpose of this discussion.
IMF #6 is another largely noisy signal, and could be discarded as well were it not for some minor
fluctuations that appear to correlate decently with some of the distinctly tidal signals.
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Figure 4.14: Map showing all of the Puget Sound area Ocean Level recording stations [18].
Solid red and yellow markers indicate ocean level and weather recording stations,
respectively. Dual markers indicate recording stations that perform both tasks.
For this example, the stations located in Seattle (station #9447130) and Neah Bay
(station #9443090) are used.

The signal content of IMFs #6-9 in Figure 4.17 appear to contain the tidal information we are

looking for, as the frequency content appears to be periodic either daily (IMFs #8-9) or twice daily

(IMFs #6-7). The reason for the recombination failure is evident upon examining the envelope

functions of these IMFs. While the envelopes do appear to be similar in shape, they also appear to

be shifted in phase/frequency. This difference may actually be significant; as mentioned before, the
semidiurnal mixed tide is formed as a result of the relative position of the sun and moon for any

given point, relative to the distance from the equator. It may actually be possible to estimate both
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the distance from the equator, as well as the current relative position of the sun and moon as a
function of this frequency/phase difference.

While the LER method was not successful at recombining the tidal IMFs, it was successful at

recombining most of the atmospheric impact portions of the decomposed signal. Both of the final
plots in Figure 4.17 (IMF #10 and the recombined IMFs #11-14) contain variation on a non-

stationary basis. Due to our assumption about the source of this data, we can assume that these two
signals can be recombined to form the impact of the atmospheric pressure.

Figure 4.15: Ocean Level Data [NOAA- Site #9447130, Seattle, WA]
The Tidal Fluctuations (plot b) are composed of IMFs #1-9 of the
decomposed signal. The Atmospheric Fluctuations (plot c) is composed
of IMFs #10-14.
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Figure 4.15 contains both the completely recombined Tidal and Atmospheric Fluctuations. Plot b of
this figure contains the Tidal Fluctuations, and we can clearly see the semidiurnal mixed tide

formation. What is particularly interesting about this figure however, is plot c. This plot contains

both the Atmospheric Fluctuations and the negative of the atmospheric pressure fluctuations (the
negative of the atmospheric pressure was used as an increase in atmospheric pressure will

correspond to a decrease in the ocean level). This pressure data was obtained from historical

records found at WeatherUnderground [19], a subsidiary of The Weather Company. As we would

expect, the signals align quite well, with minor over/undershoots during the monthly tide lull.

It should be noted that the pressure values used in these figures represent the mean daily pressure.
As such, the values should taken with a grain of salt and is expected that the use of higher
resolution data would lead to a stronger correlation with the combined IMFs.

Similar analysis was executed against the Neah Bay signal (the initial and final recombination effort
can be found in Figures 4.18 and 4.16, respectively).
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Figure 4.16: Ocean Level Data [NOAA- Site #9443090, Neah Bay, WA]
The Tidal Fluctuations (plot b) are composed of IMFs #1-9 of the
decomposed signal. The Atmospheric Fluctuations (plot c) is composed
of IMFs #10-14.
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Figure 4.17: IMF Recombination of Ocean Level data [NOAA- Site #9447130, Seattle, WA]
utilizing the Like-Envlope method.
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Figure 4.18: IMF Recombination of Ocean Level data [NOAA- Site #9443090, Neah Bay, WA]
utilizing the Like-Envlope method.
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Figure 4.19: Correlation values between IMFs [NOAA- Site #9447130, Seattle, WA]

Figure 4.20: Correlation values between IMFs [NOAA- Site #9443090, Neah Bay, WA]
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4.2.2 TEMPERATURE DATA
Due in no small part to the abundance of small airports and outdoor recreational facilities in this

country, as well as the desire by many to make data both open source and available to the public,
there is a wealth of data available online regarding the weather patterns across the country. As

used in Section 4.2.1, [19] is an excellent source for this type of information. A large amount of data
is available from sources like this, including temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure.

For this example we will be using the mean daily temperature from the State College, PA area [19].
The data used in this example was recorded over a period of 3 years, from January 2012 -

December 2014. The primary goal of this example is simply to see what information might be
gleaned from application of the EMD algorithm to a dataset like this.

Even just by looking at the original data series in Figure 4.21 (plot a), we can see that we’re

essentially dealing with a fluctuation (noise) piece combined with a periodic (with a period of a

year) average temperature component. Interestingly enough, our initial decomposition (plots b, c
and d) reveals 3 distinct pieces. The third piece (plot d, IMFs #8-10) is our expected mean

temperature variation - which is predominantly sinusoidal with a DC offset. The noise (temperature
fluctuations) components, however, reveal a little more character of the weather system.

The first piece (plot b, IMFs #1-4) represents the daily variation in temperature. This is a function
of many variables, including cloud cover, thermal absorption of the ground cover and weather

fronts. It is interesting to note that this daily fluctuation reaches peak values during the winter

months – which may represent the thermal absorption/radiation capabilities of the soil vs. snow.
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Figure 4.21: Mean Temperature data for State College, PA.
Plot a contains the original data, taken over a duration of 3 years. The original
signal has been decomposed/recombined into 3 distinct pieces (plots b-d),
each representing a different physical component of the signal.

The second recombined signal (plot c, IMFs #5-7) may simply be a lost artifact of the recombination
process and if such, it should simply be included with the other fluctuation IMFs. It however may

represent the larger scale local trends in the weather pattern, usually a function of changes in the

movements of large masses of air – commonly known as jet streams. It would be very interesting to
compare this analysis to datasets of other areas over the same duration and to look for patterns;
doing this may make it easier to get a handle on exactly what it going on here.
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Figure 4.22: Correlation values between IMFs [Temperature Data; State College, PA]

4.2.3 POWER INVERSION

Signal Inversion can be defined as any method of conversion from DC to AC signals. Power Inverters
(signal inverters that deal strictly with electrical systems) are used in many applications, from the
small inverters that can be used to power devices through your car’s cigarette lighter to large

inverters that convert power from wind and solar farms into signals that can be used on the power
grid (albeit, very messy ones).

Many methods for power inversion exist, but two of the primary methods used today are Modified
Square Waves and Pulse-Width Modulated (PWM) signals. Both of these methods can be

implemented solely in hardware, using various power electronics circuits. However, neither of
these methods actually creates pure-tone sinusoidal signals (unlike what many manufacturers

would like the consumers to believe). All of these modulation methods introduce high levels of
harmonics into the signal that needs to be filtered out – typically by using Capacitor banks
connected in parallel to the load.
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Figure 4.23 shows the Modified Square Wave inversion method. This method simply compares the

level of the message signal to specific possible output levels – the level closest to the actual level of
the signal is applied, resulting in a step-like pattern. This method of inversion is often the more

ideal of the two, as it maintains the shape of the messenger waveform. It is also the more complex of

the two to implement in hardware, as it cannot be achieved simply by a single or dual bus.

The second method of Power Inversion addressed here is that of Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM).

This method allows for simpler implementation – but the output waveform is significantly messier.

One of the key benefits of this method however, is that depending on the shape and frequency of the
carrier signal (more on this later), the RMS value of the resulting signal can be changed – making

this method more suitable for systems where the only item of importance is the transfer of power.

Inversion via. PWM is illustrated in Figure 4.24. The message signal is compared to a carrier signal –
typically either a sawtooth or triangle wave. The portions where the message signal is greater than
the carrier signal are represented by high values, while portions were the message signal is lower
than the carrier signal are represented by a low values. Due to its simplistic representation, the

PWM can actually be recorded as a binary sequence, making this waveform compact and efficient

for data storage.

Figure 4.23: A Modified Square Wave Power Inverter.
The blue curve represents the message signal (the signal the inverter is attempting
to represent). The black signal is the actual output of the modified square wave
inverter – note that the inverter uses 5 distinct output levels.
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Since the EMD algorithm effectively acts like a dyadic filter bank (see Section 3.1), we should be

able to extract the characteristic waveforms (often known as the “message” signals) – regardless of
which method is used for the inversion. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 contain the IMFs decomposed from

our example signals. While we are clearly able to decompose out the message signals (IMFs #9-10

in Figure 4.26 and IMF #10 in Figure 4.27), the harmonics for each signal are almost more
interesting.

When the two inverted signals are compared, the Modified Square Wave signal clearly follows the

trace of the message signal, while the PWM is nearly unrecognizable. Because of this, we expect to

see significantly more harmonic content in the PWM IMFs. Also interesting is the placement of the
harmonic content. Since the PWM signal matches most closely with the message signal only at its

peaks, we would expect the majority of the harmonic content to be centered on the nodes – which
we can see, particularly in plots b, c and d of Figure 4.27. Compared to the PWM method, the

Modified Square Wave signal does a much better job of following the message signal – the result of
which is a comparatively minor harmonic requirement.
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Figure 4.24: A Pulse-Width Modulated Power Inverter.
In plot a, the black signal represents the carrier signal (used to determine the
output levels – represented by the black signal in plot b). In both plots, the blue
curve represents the message signal – the signal the inverter is attempting to represent.

Since the entire goal of this concept is to recombine significant waveforms, we will now direct our
attention to the message signals themselves. The recombined signals from each inversion method

are shown in Figure 4.25, along with the original message signals and the associated error between
the message and decomposed signals. Two things are evident at first glance – 1) the

decomposition/recombination execution for this example is not really that great and 2) the error
gets worse at each end of the signal.

The second point is to be expected – in fact, we can expect this for most decomposition examples.

Since there is no clear termination point past the final extrema, it is impossible, strictly speaking, to
determine the exact envelope function at the beginning/end of the signal. This error is entirely

dependent on the distance (in samples) between the final extrema and the signal termination – for

higher-frequency components, this will be shorter (more accurate) and for lower-frequency

components, the opposite is true.
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Figure 4.25: Reconstructed message signals and the corresponding errors.
Note the high levels of error, particularly at the start/end of each signal.

The first issue seems to dictate that this methodology is a complete failure as applied to this type of
signal. But before we say this, we should take into account what else can be gleaned from it. Since
we have decomposed not only the message signals but also the harmonics, it may be possible to

utilize this method as a sort of carrier platform – encoding extra information into the signal, while

retaining the base characteristics of the message signal. As mentioned before, the specific behavior
of the PWM inversion can be altered to change the output of the signal, without changing the

message signal. It’s possible that EMD/LER might open a door to a new method of extracting
information from this type of signal.

The other potential possibility for this technology is the use of EMD/LER as applied to extracting

information from the harmonics themselves. The representation utilized here represent the ideal
case, where the signals are inverted with no residual effects generated from the hardware itself.
This never truly occurs, as there are always artifacts generated by the non-ideal nature of the

hardware. It might be possible to utilize the decomposed IMFs as a type of condition monitoring for
this high-power hardware – changes in these harmonics may represent potential failures in the
inversion hardware.
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Figure 4.26: The IMF recombination of a Modified Square Wave inverted signal.
The message signal (at least, the majority of the message signal) is contained in
the combination of IMFs #9,10 (plot j)
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Figure 4.27: The IMF recombination of a Pulse-Width Modulated inverted signal.
The message signal (at least, the majority of the message signal) is contained in
IMF #10 (plot g)
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Figure 4.28: Correlation values between IMFs [Power Inverters: Modified Square Wave]

Figure 4.29: Correlation values between IMFs [Power Inverters: Pulse-Width Modulation]
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4.2.4 TSUNAMI EVENT DATA
On March 11th at 5:46 UTC, 2011, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake off the coast of Tōhoku, Japan caused
a devastating tsunami that killed upwards of 15,000 people and completely changed the lives of

thousands, if not millions more. While far from the largest tsunami event in recorded history, the
sheer volume of water that was moved inland, as well as the location and the impact on local

nuclear systems (specifically at the Fukushima nuclear reactors) causes this natural disaster to be
ranked among the most deadly and horrific natural-caused events in recent history.

Figure 4.30: Map of Ocean Levels recording stations in the North/Central Pacific.
The stations referenced in this section are highlighted in black and are used
due to their location relative to the epicenter. The red bands represent the
time duration (in hours) it took the tsunami wave to travel.

The name tsunami comes from the Japanese words tsu (“harbor”) and nami (wave) [20]. They are
characterized by a long, slow rise time (on the order of tens of minutes), which commonly fools

people into thinking it just a quick change in tide before it’s too late. Because of this, the term tidal

wave has been dubbed. Tsunamis can be created by a multitude of factors, but the most common

source is earthquakes higher than about 7.0 on the Richter scale.
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The ocean level data from the two closest recording stations (stations #21413 and #21418 – the
locations of which can be seen in Figure 4.30) can be seen in Figure 4.31. The recombination of

IMFs for these recordings is found in Figures 4.32 and 4.33. Due to the nature of the recordings (the
initial recordings were taken from remote tidal monitoring buoys and contains sampling gaps), it

seems unlikely that the initial impulse shown in each plot is in fact, a representation of the physical

system. It’s far more likely that this is an artifact of the post-processing filtering designed to remove
the tidal influence. If, however, we take this to be our starting point, we can see the time difference
between the initial quake the resulting tsunami waves.

Due to the distinct enveloping of the signal (resulting from the fact the signal is derived from a

single source), it is necessary to actually raise the threshold level for our recombination algorithm

up to 0.8. Lower levels were tried, but anything below 0.8 resulted in a total recombination of both
signals – which entirely defeats the purpose of decomposition.

Even though the characteristics of the aftershocks (illustrated by the wave heights created by these
aftershocks) are fairly evident from the initial recordings, it is worth utilizing the EMD/LER

method to attempt to pull this data out from the original signal. Omori’s Law [21] states that
aftershocks tend to follow an exponential decay – both in amplitude and frequency as time

progresses from the point of the initial earthquake. In Figure 4.32 – specifically in plot d, we can
evidently see this amplitude decay separated from the other components which are primarily

composed of b) noise and c) the initial impulse and ringing. This behavior is less clear in Figure

4.33, as this signal was decomposed into only two IMF components – but to a certain extent can be
seen in plot c.
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Figure 4.31: Raw data signals from Tohoku Tsunami [March 11th, 2011].
It is unlikely that the initial impulse in each signal (marking the point in time
where the earthquake hit) is a legitimate wave – as the tsunami would have to
travel a significant distance before reaching those points.
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Figure 4.32: IMF Recombination for Tōhoku Tsunami data [Station #21413].
The initial point of the earthquake can be seen plot b. The noise following the
initial pulse denotes the higher-frequency oscillations prior to the arrival of the
tsunami itself. The actual arrival of the tsunami can be seen in plot c and the
contribution component to the slow decay can be seen in plot d.
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Figure 4.33: IMF Recombination for Tōhoku Tsunami data [Station #21418].
The majority of the tsunami signal can be seen in plot b. Only the exponential
decay component has been completely filtered out using the EMD/LER component.
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Figure 4.34: Correlation values between IMFs [Tsunami Data – Station #21413]

Figure 4.35: Correlation values between IMFs [Tsunami Data – Station #21418]
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1

SUMMARY

The EMD algorithm is a powerful tool than can be used for many signal analysis applications. Its

empirical nature allows it to tailor itself to many applications and allows for ad hoc analysis with
little or no previous system knowledge required.

The various versions and adaptations of the algorithm give rise to several potential issues with its

use. First, in situations where intermittent signals are possible, the algorithm, as it was introduced
by Huang et. al [1], breaks down – allowing for significant cross-contamination of modes. Several

methods have been suggested as solutions to this problem – but these all inherently add as much to
the issue as they contribute to the solution, with the resulting IMFs typically being dramatically
over-decomposed. The LER algorithm is introduced in the Thesis, which allows for some

improvement over the present condition of these methods. This algorithm can be applied to sets of
already decomposed IMFs, and should aide in the recombination effort.

Several examples are presented in this document which showcases the potential of this algorithm

as a signal analysis and teaching tool. It is capable of successfully decomposing complex signals into
simpler signals that, when recombined appropriately (using the LER method), show direct

correlation with physical attributes of the system in question.

5.2

CONCLUSIONS

While the EMD algorithm has many merits; the time and memory requirements of the algorithm as
well as the implications of not being able to predict which modes will contain particular

components of a given signal make this algorithm at best impractical for real-time data analysis.
The primary benefits of the algorithm seem to be as a teaching and/or research tool, as it can be

used to capture minor physical contributions of more complex systems. These components can be

used as data signals in their own right and the signal analysis method of the user’s choice applied.
For some signals, standard Fourier techniques may be the best and most efficient methods. Other
methods, such as the Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) offer frequency analysis without the

transform – these, however, often have their own pitfalls.
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At present, the over-decomposition issue seems an unavoidable one. No matter the method used,

the final results of the EMD algorithm seem to be more IMFs than can be individually be accounted
for. Recombination efforts at present have consisted largely of ad hoc sequential combinations primarily used to show similarity between decomposed data and the intended source data. The

similarity between amplitude modulation of related signals has been identified in this Thesis as a

potential point of reference for signal recombination, with varying degrees of success on a case-by
case basis.

The primary source of the varying recombination success seems to be a function of the rate of

change of the amplitude structure across multiple IMFs. Particularly in more non-linear cases, the

differences in cut-on/cutoff points of the signal can be greatly impacted by the differences in decay
times between differing frequency bands. As such, the highest success rate of recombinations will

likely be executed against IMF sets that contain steeper changes (relative to the frequency content)

in amplitude levels as opposed to signals that change in amplitude gradually.

5.3

POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE WORK

While there is always the potential to apply the EMD algorithm to new and innovative signals, there
is still much research that needs to be done – specifically in the areas of stoppage criterion and

recombination of modes. Both of these areas can result in a fewer number of decomposed modes –
and so, much care must be taken. Since decomposition is the goal of this algorithm, there is always

the risk of diminishing returns when one approaches the topic of the number of modes that should
be created.

Identification of a new stoppage criterion that eliminates the need for any recombination is really
the pinnacle of this research area. No matter if the decomposition is achieved using the original
algorithm, or using one of the many masking or additive white noise methods, there is always
potential for over-decomposition. Whether or not it is possible to completely avoid this is a

question that still goes unanswered. Perhaps the answer to this question lies not in determining

proper adherence to the definition of an IMF (where most, if not all of the stoppage criterion are
rooted), but in proper determination of a completely independent and orthogonal signal set?

If the effort is made to determine a proper sifting stoppage criterion, then it is worth looking into

alternative solutions to the mode mixing problem. Once these two problems have been solved, the
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dependence on masking signals/white noise becomes irrelevant and the EMD algorithm becomes

far more practical as a real-time decomposition method and signal analysis tool. In non-transient

signals, the behavior of the signal is determined strictly by the forcing function. In most cases, this
forcing function varies gradually (relative to the sampling and signal frequency) in time, which

means that changes in the frequency of mono-component signals should also be gradual. It may be
possible to measure the frequency content ad hoc (possibly using a Hilbert Transform) and use the

consistency of this to determine signal intermittency.

Another indication of mode mixing might lie in the amplitude modulation of the higher-frequency
components. Due to the tendency of the EMD algorithm to sift components in order of decreasing
frequency, the mode-mixing issue is limited to intermittency in higher-frequency components –

allowing for lower-frequency components to emerge. Since nothing in nature is instantaneous,

perhaps we can piggyback on the decreasing amplitude of the higher-frequency signal to sense and
eliminate this problematic parasite?

In lieu of an overarching sifting stoppage criterion, the next research area should be in

recombination of modes. In this Thesis, we have identified the similarity of waveform shape to aide
in determining inter-dependent signals. It should not be assumed that this is the only possible

source for recombination information – many other characteristics of the signal can, and should be
looked it. It may be that the comparison of frequency content (as mentioned in Section 4.1.2) plays
a larger role than previously thought. It may also be that more information can be gathered from
the envelopes in terms of absolute amplitude – vs. normalized amplitude. Many other attributes

may be considered in determining potential matches for recombination, but again – care must be

taken when executing recombination algorithms - It simply is better that too many IMFs be left than
too few.
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APPENDIX A: EMD ISSUES
A.1

MODE MIXING

As mentioned in Section 2.3.1, Mode Mixing is the result of signal intermittency. Specifically, it is the

result of higher-frequency signal intermittency which allows a lower-frequency component to bleed

through into a higher order intrinsic mode. While the IMF collection will still sum to equal the

original signal, the meaning of either the higher or lower-frequency intrinsic mode may be skewed

by this leakage. A strictly empirical example of this is found in Figure A., where a signal containing a
constant, low-frequency (f0 = 5Hz) signal is combined with a higher frequency (f1 = 25Hz),

intermittent signal. When the basic EMD algorithm is used, the lowest order IMF contains not only

the higher-frequency signal, but also portions of the lower-frequency signal as well. However, when

the CEEMDAN algorithm is applied, complete separation of the signal components is realized.

Two primary methods have been introduced thus far to fix the Mode Mixing problem. Firstly, the
use of a masking signal [22, 23, 24] has been introduced in an effort to trick the algorithm into

thinking that no mode mixing exists. This masking signal may be introduced intermittently, only in
the sections that require it (primarily by measuring the period of oscillation and adding the

masking signal only in the sections that exceed a certain threshold value) or broadly, to the entire
signal. The signal may also follow a strict frequency, or may vary in frequency based on the

frequency content of the signal surrounding it.

The alternative method to the masking signal has been to use additive white noise [9, 12]. This

method guarantees that signal will not be mixed, as the new signal will contain content across all
frequencies. However, utilization of this method requires that the decomposition be executed
across a large number of iterations of white noise, which are then averaged to create the final

signal. Because of this, use of these methods requires increased processing power, memory and

time over the masking methods.
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Figure A.1: Mode Mixing Example.
Panel a represents the original signal. Panels’ b and c represent the signal
when decomposed utilizing the basic EMD algorithm and the CEEMDAN
approach, respectively.
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A.2

CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION

Aside from the many papers addressing methods of avoiding the mode mixing problem, the second
largest contribution of papers to the literary world of EMD are those suggesting alternative

methods of interpolation [5, 6, 7, 8]. Huang et. al. [1] utilized the simplistic cubic spline (CS) in their
introductory paper in part due to the ease of availability of the algorithm and that the CS is
relatively computationally efficient.

One of the major issues identified with the CS interpolation method is the tendency of the algorithm
to introduce artifacts to the decomposition through the effect known as Overshoot [8]. Overshoot
often occurs in the case when the signals being decomposed are too close in frequency, but the

specifics of this decomposition issue are rooted in the fact that the CS enveloping method does not

create a true signal envelope. The true signal envelope will, in fact, be tangential to the source signal

at the points on contact (see Figure A.3). According to the EMD algorithm, the envelope function is
calculated by a CS of the minima and maxima of the signal – which in some instances may actually

bisect the original signal, rather than staying alongside it (see Figure A.2). Subtracting out the mean
of the two enveloping function then, will result in portions of the signal not being accounted for,

which may result in incorrect decomposition (specifically, in leaving behind pieces of signals that
should have otherwise been included in higher-order IMFs).

In Figures A.2 and A.3, we find an example of this phenomenon. Both figures contain the same

starting signals; Figure A.2 is enveloped using a CS method, and Figure A.3 is enveloped using an
Optimized Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation (OPCH) method. The effect of this alternative
interpolation method is clear when you look at the decomposition results.

Figures A.4 and A.5 show the effects the interpolation method has on the resulting IMFs. Slight

differences around the 0.3s, 0.5s and 0.7s marks in Figure A.4 indicate bits of the signal that were
left behind by the lower-order IMFs. These artifacts are not generated by OPCH interpolation
method (for this signal), at least on the same level as the CS interpolation method.
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Figure A.2: Example of Cubic Spline
Interpolation.

Figure A.3: Example of Optimized Piecewise
Cubic Hermite Interpolation.

Figure A.4: Example of EMD using Cubic Spline
Interpolation.

Figure A.5: Example of EMD using Optimized
Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolation.

This figure was taken from Zho et. al. [8]

This figure was taken from Zho et. al. [8]

This figure was taken from Zho et. al. [8]

This figure was taken from Zho et. al. [8]

There are nearly as many interpolation methods that have been applied to EMD as there are signals
the failed to decompose as expected. Each of these many be treated as a success in their own right,
as there are success stories for each. When choosing the correct interpolation method for any

particular application, the best method is likely the one that is cheapest to execute, quickest to run

and most efficient. Also, due to the fact that the error generated by any given interpolation method
is dependent on the specific waveform being decomposed, it is likely that the utilization of an
additive white noise method (EEMD or CEEMDAN) would negate any and all of these.
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A.3

SIGNALS OF SIMILAR FREQUENCY

As brushed upon in Section 3.1, the EMD algorithm is unable to differentiate between signals with

frequencies less than a power of 2 apart. The reason for this can be explained using the examples in
Figures A.6 and A.7. This example examines two EMD decompositions on signals in which are

comprised of multiple signals at a frequency ratio of 1.5 and 2.5, respectively. In each figure, the
original frequency signal has been left in as a reference.

When combined frequencies are less than a multiple of 2 apart, there is no guarantee that for any

given period in the lower frequency signal there will be at least 2 peaks of the additive signal (take
the period between 1 and 2 seconds in plot a in Figure A.6, for example). Having at least two of the
higher-frequency peaks contained in one single period of the lower-frequency signal allows the

enveloping function to “ride” along (Figure A.7) the lower-frequency signal, without gauging out

any content. This ability to “ride” along the lower frequency signal allows the EMD algorithm to

subtract out the true mean of the signal (which will be the summation of all the lower order IMFs),
without stealing or leaving behind crucial content to/from other IMFs.

Figure A.6: A decomposition failure due to the Power of 2 criterion.
Plot a contains the original signal and the linear combination of the
two signals. Plot b shows the results of the EMD algorithm. In this plot,
the higher frequency signal has stolen frequency content from the
lower frequency component – creating in skewed results.
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A.4

Figure A.7: A decomposition success based on the Power of 2 criterion.
Plot a contains the original signal and the linear combination of the
two signals. Plot b shows the results of the EMD algorithm. In this plot,
both the higher frequency component and the lower frequency signal
have successfully been decomposed from each other.

RESOURCE CONSUMPTION

We must at least briefly mention the time requirements necessary for decomposition. The EMD
algorithm, as first introduced by Huang et. al [1] is a plethora of averages, subtractions and

interpolation - which is hardly the recipe for an efficient and quick algorithm. Additive white noise
methods simply take the problem and tag an exponent onto it – creating what is usually a very

lengthy run time and can result in an enormous amount of allocated memory unless precautions
are taken to avoid it.

To illustrate this, the following example is given. A simple signal, comprised of a set of sinusoids at

10, 50 and 200Hz and set at a random phase (see Figure A.8) is analyzed using a standard FFT, the
basic EMD algorithm and the EEMD/CEEMDAN algorithms (N = 300). A comparison of the time
requirements of the various algorithms can be found in

Table A.1: Comparison of time requirements of (these time tests were run on a quad-core, 64bit
processer capable of clocking at 3.1GHz).
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time [s]

FFT
2.21E-3

EMD
23.2E-3

EEMD
7.74

CEEMDAN
28.9

Table A.1: Comparison of time requirements of
the EMD/EEMD/CEEMDAN algorithms against a FFT
of the same signal.

Figure A.8: Test signal created for decomposition time testing.

For a simple signal with relatively few points, the more complex additive white noise algorithms

borderline on annoying in terms of the execution requirements. For a longer duration signals, or for
a larger number of iterations they fall into the ridiculous category. It should be noted that for all
examples in this Thesis, the CEEMDAN algorithm was run over 300 iterations of white noise –

which is clearly not enough to statistically negate the effects of the algorithm. Realistically, to be
more accurate, this number should be much higher than was used in this document.

The memory requirements are another potential issue, particularly for the additive white noise

methods. If proper care is taken in the coding of the algorithm, the memory requirements are not

terrible. But if proper allocation and reuse of memory is not supported, the memory requirements
can be enormous (a [NxM] floating-point matrix, where M grows logarithmically with N – iterated

over another large number). As such, if the use of any of these is required, proper vigilance must be
given to the memory constraints.
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APPENDIX B: SOFTWARE FLOWCHARTS
B.1

THE EMD ALGORITHM

Figure B.1: Software
Flowchart depicting
the EMD algorithm
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B.2

THE EEMD ALGORITHM

Figure B.2: Software
Flowchart depicting the
EEMD algorithm
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B.3

THE CEEMDAN ALGORITHM

Figure B.3: Software Flowchart depicting the CEEMDAN algorithm
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B.4

THE LIKE-ENVELOPE RECOMBINATION METHOD

Figure B.4: Software Flowchart depicting the Like-Envelope Recombination Method.
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Figure B.5: Software Flowchart depicting the Envelope Cross-Correlations
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APPENDIX C: SOURCE CODE
C.1
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THE LIKE-ENVELOPE RECOMBINATION METHOD

recombineIMFs %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
This subroutine contains the algorithm for recombining similar (or
inter-dependant) IMF components after decomposition. It utilizes the idea
that the envlopes of similar components will maintain constancy across
multiple IMFs.
The method of selection of the appropiate IMFs is as follows:
Each IMF has the cross-corelation (only at tau=0) calculated for both
the upper and lower envlopes between it and all other IMFs (these
values are stored in the matricies upperXCorr and lowerXCorr). This
value is compared against two threshold values. Should ANY
cross-correlation value pass the higher (absolute) threshold, it is
assumed that the corrsponding IMFs components are dependant on each
other and should be recombined.
If NO cross-correlation values pass the initial test, the second test
is executed. If ONLY one cross-corelation value passed the second
threshold, it is assumed that those values are dependant on each other
and should be recombined.
Two supporting subroutines have been included:
[ ... ] = imfNames( ... );
[ ... ] = plotIMFs( ... );
Arguments:
Required:
- IMFs -> A matrix containing all of the IMFs of the decomposed
signal. The IMFs may be passed in either in [LxN] or [NxL]
format, where L = Length of signal and N = # of IMFs.
Optional:
- All optional arguments must be passed in in a 'ARG, VALUE' format.
No order is required and the options avaliable are:
- Plot
-> TRUE/FALSE flag indicating if the resulting
combined IMF components should be plotted
or not.
Default := 0
- SamplingFrequency -> The frequency at which the data was sampled
(used for plotting).
Default := 1
- Threshold1
-> The initial threshold value.
Default := 0.75
- Threshold2
-> The secondary threshold value.
Default := 0.25
- Hilbert
-> A TRUE/FALSE flag indicating if the Hilbert
Spectrum should be calculated for the
recombined IMFs.
Default := 0
- Interpolate
-> A integer value to be used to interpolate
the IMFs. This MAY improve the accuracy of
the envlope calculation.
Default := 1
Outputs:
Required: NA
Optional:
- A matrix containing the newly combined IMFs
- A cell-structure that contains lists of which IMFs from the
origional set were combined to create the new set
- IF Hilbert == TRUE
- A structure containing the following
- Frequency -> A matrix holding the Instanteous Frequency in a
[(L-1)xN] format.
- Amplitude -> A matrix holding the Instanteous Amplitude in a
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%
[LxN] format.
%
- Phase
-> An array holding the initial phase of each IMF
%
component (the true phase along the signal may
%
be determined by taking the integral of the
%
inst. freq. and using this phase value as the
%
initial condition).
%
- A structure containg possibly useful extra data, including:
%
- upperXCorr -> A [NxN] matrix containing the cross-corelation
%
value for each IMF upper envlope
%
- lowerXCorr -> A [NxN] matrix containing the cross-corelation
%
value for each IMF lower envlope
%
- threshold1 -> The value of the first (absolute) threshold
%
- threshold2 -> The value of the secondary threshold
%
- assIndex
-> A cell-structure containing all of the associated
%
indices (indices that match as follows from our
%
criterion)
%
% Note: In the event that Hilbert == FALSE, the 4th output will be placed
%
in the 3rd slot.
%
% Author: Timothy J. Hildebrandt, ARL
% Email: tjh286@arl.psu.edu
%
tjh286@psu.edu
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [ varargout ] = recombineIMFs( IMFs, varargin )
% Check the size of the supplied IMFs - if they were not pulled in in
% [LxN] format, flip it
[ rL, cL ] = size(IMFs);
if(cL > rL); IMFs = IMFs.'; end
[ L, N ] = size(IMFs);
% Argument Defaults
Fs = 1;
R = 1;
threshold1 = 0.75;
threshold2 = 0.25;
plotFlag = 0;
calculateHilbert = 0;
dontChangeThreshold2Flag = 0;
% The additional inputs should be an even number
if(mod(nargin-1, 2) == 1)
error(strcat('Error (combineIMFs): Extra Arguments should be ', ...
'provided in a "ARG, VALUE" format'));
end
% Run through each additional argument
for ii = 1:((nargin-1)/2)
% Check to see which argument was passed in
switch(upper(varargin{(ii*2)-1}))
case 'PLOT'
plotFlag = varargin{(ii*2)};
case 'SAMPLINGFREQUENCY'
Fs = varargin{(ii*2)};
case 'THRESHOLD1'
threshold1 = varargin{(ii*2)};
if(~dontChangeThreshold2Flag)
threshold2 = threshold1/2;
end
case 'THRESHOLD2'
threshold2 = varargin{(ii*2)};
dontChangeThreshold2Flag = 1;
case 'HILBERT'
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calculateHilbert = varargin{(ii*2)};
case 'INTERPOLATE'
R = varargin{(ii*2)};
otherwise
error('Error (recombineIMFs): Unrecognized Argument "%s"', ...
varargin{(ii*2)-1});
end
end
% Calculate the time domain
t = (1/Fs).*(0:(L-1));
% Local Variables
lEnv = zeros(R.*L, N);
uEnv = zeros(R.*L, N);
upperXCorr = zeros(N, N);
lowerXCorr = zeros(N, N);
imfList = cell(0);
assignmentIndex = cell(0);
postProcessing = 0;
% Run through each index
for ii = 1:N
for jj = 1:N
% If no envlope function has been calculated for "jj"
if(~any(lEnv(:, jj)))
% Calculaet both the upper/lower envlopes
[ lEnv(:, jj), ...
uEnv(:, jj), ...
~, ~ ] = calculate_envlope(interp(IMFs(:, jj), R));
% We're not interested in the height of the envlopes % just in the shape. The height of the envlope may give
% false information re. which correlate best
lEnv(:, jj) = lEnv(:, jj) - mean(lEnv(:, jj));
uEnv(:, jj) = uEnv(:, jj) - mean(uEnv(:, jj));
end
% If ii == jj, skip this one and leave it "0". This will always
% evaluate to '1' and we have no need to have that complicating
% our algorithm
if(ii == jj); continue; end
% Calculate the cross-corrleation of the envlopes ONLY at tau=0
upperXCorr(ii, jj) = sum(uEnv(:, ii).*uEnv(:, jj))./(R.*L);
lowerXCorr(ii, jj) = sum(lEnv(:, ii).*lEnv(:, jj))./(R.*L);
upperXCorr(ii, jj) = upperXCorr(ii, jj)./(rms(uEnv(:, ii)).*rms(uEnv(:, jj)));
lowerXCorr(ii, jj) = lowerXCorr(ii, jj)./(rms(lEnv(:, ii)).*rms(lEnv(:, jj)));
% The absolute value is taken because strong inverse
% cross-corelations may also represent significant dependancies
upperXCorr(ii, jj) = abs(upperXCorr(ii, jj));
lowerXCorr(ii, jj) = abs(lowerXCorr(ii, jj));
end
end

% Run through each index and find the values over the threshold
for ii = 1:N
% Very strong corelations will represent inter-dependancies
assignmentIndex{ii} = [ find(upperXCorr(:, ii) > threshold1); ...
find(lowerXCorr(:, ii) > threshold1); ];
% If we found no items in our list above the threshold1 value...
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if(isempty(assignmentIndex{ii}))
% Variables
tempAsstList = [];
tempAsstValue = [];
% Calculate the halfway corelation value on both the upper and
% lower corelation matrices
threshold3.upper = max([max(upperXCorr(:, ii))/2, threshold2]);
index.upper = find(upperXCorr(:, ii) > threshold3.upper);
threshold3.lower = max([max(lowerXCorr(:, ii))/2, threshold2]);
index.lower = find(lowerXCorr(:, ii) > threshold3.lower);
% If there is a single match in either the upper or lower
% corelation matrices, save the index
if((length(index.upper) == 1) && ...
(upperXCorr(index.upper, ii) > threshold2))
tempAsstList = [ tempAsstList; index.upper; ];
tempAsstValue = [ tempAsstValue; upperXCorr(index.upper, ii); ];
end
if((length(index.lower) == 1) && ...
(lowerXCorr(index.lower, ii) > threshold2))
tempAsstList = [ tempAsstList; index.lower; ];
tempAsstValue = [ tempAsstValue; upperXCorr(index.lower, ii); ];
end
% If we found any single index that matched, take the highest
% bidder
if(~isempty(tempAsstList))
[ ~, kk ] = max(tempAsstValue);
assignmentIndex{ii} = tempAsstList(kk);
end
end
% Run through the current elements
memberCounter = 0;
for jj = 1:length(imfList)
% If our current index OR the index we found that matches our
% index was listed as an index in another list, add what we
% have to that list
if(any(ismember([ii; assignmentIndex{ii}], imfList{jj})))
imfList{jj} = [ imfList{jj}; ii; assignmentIndex{ii}; ];
memberCounter = memberCounter + 1;
end
end
% If this list was not included in any list, add it as a new list
if(memberCounter == 0)
imfList{length(imfList)+1} = [ ii; assignmentIndex{ii}; ];
end
% If any index got more than 1 member counter, we're going to need
% to do some post-processing
if(memberCounter > 1); postProcessing = 1; end
end
% Run through and clean up the lists
for ii = 1:length(imfList)
imfList{ii} = sort(unique(imfList{ii}));
end
% If the post processing flag is up
if(postProcessing)
% Run through the list
for ii = 1:length(imfList)
for jj = ii:length(imfList)
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% If we find that our current list (ii) contains ANY of the
% same values as any other list (jj), combine them and
% erase the OTHER list
if((jj ~= ii) && any(ismember(imfList{jj}, imfList{ii})))
imfList{ii} = sort(unique([imfList{ii}; imfList{jj};]));
imfList{jj} = [];
end
end
end
% Clean up any empty lists
ii = 1;
while(ii <= length(imfList))
if(isempty(imfList(ii)))
imfList(ii) = [];
else
ii = ii + 1;
end
end
end
% Clear empty IMFs
imfList(cellfun('isempty',imfList)) = [];
% Create the new IMFs
cIMFs = zeros(L, length(imfList));
for ii = 1:length(imfList)
cIMFs(:, ii) = sum(IMFs(:, imfList{ii}), 2);
end
% If we were requested to calculate the hilbert inst. frequency of
% these signals, do it!
if(calculateHilbert)
% Create the variables
ifreq = zeros(L-1, length(cIMFs(1, :)));
iamp = zeros(L, length(cIMFs(1, :)));
iphase = zeros(length(cIMFs(1, :)), 1);
% Run through each IMF
for ii = 1:length(cIMFs(1, :))
[ ifreq(:, ii), ...
iamp(:, ii), ...
iphase(ii)] = hilbert_spectrum(cIMFs(:, ii), Fs, 1);
end
% Output the inst. amplitude, frequency and phase as a struct
Hilbert = struct('Frequency', ifreq, ...
'Amplitude', iamp, ...
'Phase', iphase);
end
% The first outputs are always the IMFs and imfList
varargout{1} = cIMFs;
varargout{2} = imfList;
% If we requested the Hilbert info, return it as argument 3
if(calculateHilbert); varargout{3} = Hilbert; end
% If the user wanted everything else - tag it out as the last output
if((calculateHilbert && (nargout > 3)) || (nargout > 2))
extraData.upperXCorr = upperXCorr;
extraData.lowerXCorr = lowerXCorr;
extraData.threshold1 = threshold1;
extraData.threshold2 = threshold1;
extraData.asstIndex = assignmentIndex;
varargout{length(varargout)+1} = extraData;
end
% If we asked to plot the IMFs
if(plotFlag)
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close all;
figureIndices = plotIMFs(t, ...
cIMFs, ...
imfList, ...
'Signal Recombonation', ...
(lowerXCorr + upperXCorr)/2);
% If the Hilbert Spectrum has been calculated, plot it
if(calculateHilbert)
plotIMFs(t(2:end)-(t(2)/2), ...
Hilbert.Frequency, ...
imfList, ...
'Signal Recombonation - Hilbert Spectrum', ...
[], ...
figureIndices(end)+1);
end
end
end

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

imfNames %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
This subroutine converts a cell structure containing the IMF indices into
a list of strings that cal be used to "pretty print" on plots
Arguments:
Required:
- imfList -> A cell-structure containg arrays of combined IMF
indices
Optional: NA
Outputs:
Required:
- A cell-structure containing all of the combined IMF name-strings
Optional: NA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ nIMF ] = imfNames(imfList)
% Variables
nIMF = cell(size(imfList));
% Constants
MAXIMUM_LENGTH = 10;
% Run through each item in the list
for ii = 1:length(nIMF)
% Variables
lineIndex = 1;
nIMF{lineIndex, ii} = 'IMF';
imfListItem = imfList{ii};
itemIndex = 1;
% If there is only one item in the list, don't add an 's' - if
% there is more than one item, add one!
if(length(imfListItem) <= 1); spacerString = ' ';
else spacerString = 's '; end
% While there is more things to add to our list
while(length(imfListItem) >= itemIndex)
% If this is the final index
if(length(imfListItem) == itemIndex)
itemString = sprintf('%d', imfListItem(itemIndex));
itemIndex = itemIndex + 1;
% If the next value in the list is not sequential
elseif(imfListItem(itemIndex+1) ~= (imfListItem(itemIndex)+1))
itemString = sprintf('%d', imfListItem(itemIndex));
itemIndex = itemIndex + 1;
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% If the next value in the list is sequential
else
% Save the first index
firstIndex = imfListItem(itemIndex);
% Run through the list until we hit the end or the list
% stops being sequential
while((length(imfListItem) > itemIndex) && ...
(imfListItem(itemIndex+1) == (imfListItem(itemIndex)+1)))
itemIndex = itemIndex + 1;
end
% If the two numbers are right next to each other, just
% write a comma - if they're more than one apart, use a
% dash!
if((firstIndex+1) == imfListItem(itemIndex))
itemString = sprintf('%d, %d', firstIndex, ...
imfListItem(itemIndex));
else
itemString = sprintf('%d-%d', firstIndex, ...
imfListItem(itemIndex));
end
itemIndex = itemIndex + 1;
end
% If the previous string has passed our length limit
if(length(nIMF{lineIndex, ii}) >= MAXIMUM_LENGTH)
nIMF{lineIndex, ii} = strcat(nIMF{lineIndex, ii}, ',');
lineIndex = lineIndex + 1;
nIMF{lineIndex, ii} = '';
spacerString = '';
end
% Add this string to the list
nIMF{lineIndex, ii} = sprintf('%s%s%s', nIMF{lineIndex, ii}, ...
spacerString, ...
itemString);
spacerString = ', ';
end
end
end

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

plotIMFs %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
This subroutine plots all of the combined IMF coponents as well as the
corelation values between them (the correlation values are plotted if
provided
Arguments:
Required:
- t
- cIMFs
- imfList

-> An array containing the time-domain markers
-> The combined IMF list
-> A cell-structure containing the origional IMF
indices, combined as they are in cIMFs
- titleString -> A string to be used as a title (haha)
Optional:
- xCorr -> The cross-corelation values (as a matrix)
- fIndex -> A list of previously used figure indexes. The plots
created in this subroutine will use figure indexes after
all the numbers in this list.

Outputs:
Required: NA
Optional:
- A array of figure indices used during this plotting session
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ varargout ] = plotIMFs(t, cIMFs, imfList, titleString, varargin)
% If we passed in the corelation values
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plotXCorr = 0;
if((nargin > 4) && (~isempty(varargin{1})))
plotXCorr = 1;
xCorr = varargin{1};
end
% If a starting index was provided
if(nargin > 5); fIndex = varargin{2};
else fIndex = 1; end
fIndexList = [];
% Sizes
[ ~, N ] = size(cIMFs);
% Calculate the names of the IMFs
nIMF = imfNames(imfList);
% Run through each index
figure(fIndex);
fIndexList = [ fIndexList; fIndex; ];
fIndex = fIndex + 1;
plotAbs = 1.1.*max(max(abs(cIMFs)));
for ii = 1:N
% If we're dealing with a tiny signal
if((max(cIMFs(:, ii)) < 0.1*plotAbs) && ...
(min(cIMFs(:, ii)) > -0.1*plotAbs))
plotAbs = 0.1*plotAbs;
plotColor = '-r';
else; plotColor = '-b'; end
% Determine the min and max of the y-range
if(min(cIMFs(:, ii)) > 0.5*plotAbs); plotMin = 0;
else plotMin = -plotAbs; end
if(max(cIMFs(:, ii)) < -0.5*plotAbs); plotMax = 0;
else plotMax = plotAbs; end
% Plot the signal
subplot(N+1, 1, ii+1); plot(t, cIMFs(:, ii), plotColor); grid on;
ylabel(nIMF(:, ii));
xlim([0, t(end)]);
% Apply the range
ylim([plotMin, plotMax]);
plotAbs = 1.1.*max(max(abs(cIMFs)));
end
xlabel('Time');
% Plot the origional signal
subplot(N+1, 1, 1); plot(t, sum(cIMFs, 2), '-k'); grid on;
ylabel({'Origional', 'Signal'});
xlim([0, t(end)]);
% Add a title
subplot(N+1, 1, 1);
title(titleString);
% Plot the differences between signals
if(plotXCorr)
figure(fIndex);
fIndexList = [ fIndexList; fIndex; ];
imagesc(1:length(xCorr), 1:length(xCorr), xCorr);
title(sprintf('Cross-Corelation between IMFs: %s', titleString));
ylabel('IMF Indices'); xlabel('IMF Indices');
colorbar;
end
% If the user called for the plot indices
if(nargout > 0); varargout{1} = fIndexList; end
end
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

calculate_envlope %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
This subroutine calculates and returns both the upper and lower envelopes
of the signal provided. The number of peaks used for each calculation is
also calculated and returned
Arguments:
Required:
- y -> The signal that is to be enveloped
Optional: NA
Outputs:
Required:
- l -> The lower envelope of the signal “y”
- u -> The upper envelope of the signal “y”
- num_l -> The number of “lower peaks” (minimums) in the signal “y”
- num_u -> The number of peaks in the signal “y”
Optional: NA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ l, u, num_l, num_u ] = calculate_envlope( y )
% This subroutine calculates the envlope associated with the dataset
% presented. Envlopes are calculated as a cubic spline.
% This should be a row matrix
if(iscolumn(y)) y = y.'; end
% Save the peak values of the dataset
[pks_l, locs_l] = findpeaks(-y, 'MINPEAKHEIGHT', 0);
[pks_u, locs_u] = findpeaks(y, 'MINPEAKHEIGHT', 0);
% Treat both ends as mins and maxs
pks_u = [ y(1), pks_u, y(end) ];
locs_u = [ 1, locs_u, length(y) ];
pks_l = [ -y(1), pks_l, -y(end) ];
locs_l = [ 1, locs_l, length(y) ];
% Try to calculate the cubic spline of the peaks
try
l = interp1(locs_l, -pks_l, 1:length(y), 'spline');
u = interp1(locs_u, pks_u, 1:length(y), 'spline');
catch
% If we made it here, we were unable to calculate the spline
l = 0; u = 0;
end
% Calculate the number of peaks
num_l = length(pks_l);
num_u = length(pks_u);
end
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